Feature Selection from Colon Cancer Dataset for Cancer Classification using Artificial Neural Network
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Abstract—In the fast-growing field of medicine and its dynamic demand in research, a study that proves significant improvement to healthcare seems imperative especially when it is on cancer research. This research paved the way for such significant findings by the inclusion of feature selection as one of its major components. Feature selection has become a vital task to apply data mining algorithms effectively in the real-world problems for classification. The Feature selection has been the focus of interest for quite some time and much-completed work related to it. This study used feature selection for improving classification accuracy on the cancerous dataset. This study proposed Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for cancer classification by the feature selection on colon cancer dataset. The study used the best first search method in Weka tools for feature selection. The result of the experiment achieved 98.4% accuracy for cancer classification after feature selection by using the proposed algorithm. The result indicated that feature selection improves the classification accuracy based on the experiment conducted on the colon cancer dataset.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The tradition of the bioinformatics on the condition and illness of patients with the advent of microarray techniques lead to intake of adequate information. Beyond accurate diagnosis to the patients is extremely important for the appropriate treatment [1], [2]. This study focuses on the condition of patients. The majority of real-world classification problems required monitored learning in which the underlying of unfamiliar, class probabilities and class-conditional probabilities connected to a class label. The machine learning methods with the massive number of input features have dealt with difficulty, which is posing a remarkable challenge for researchers. The circumstances of relevant features are frequently unfamiliar as prior knowledge of real-world problems.

Consequently, the domain introduced several candidate features for better representation. Unfortunately, numerous fundamental ideas were either incompletely or entirely irrelevant or redundant. However, a relevant feature to the critical idea is neither irrelevant or redundant since it does not influence the irrelevant feature in any way to the key idea whereas, in the redundant feature, the critical idea cannot include anything new [3], [4]. A dataset has a huge size in many applications indicating that learning might not be suitable before these useless features eliminate. A significance in the decreasing number of irrelevant features has the potential to decrease the time duration of a learning algorithm and produce a universal idea expansion. It is consequently beneficial for real-world classification problem to receive a superior connection as a fundamental idea [5]–[7]. Feature selection techniques attempt to select a subset of features, which may contribute to or affect the critical idea.

The basis for such statistical analysis and classification of multivariate data investigates two segments, namely feature selection and classification [1], [8]. The relevant features extract and reduce the dimensions of feature selection from the primary dataset. The selected features lead to the classification procedure using the classification algorithms. Feature selection and classification encompasses independent techniques. Both interactions have revealed and remained undiscovered among procedures. Specifically, the improvement of classification performance is the primary objective of this study.

Feature selection techniques, which depend on the utilization of the objective information, have two types: (1) unsupervised learning method and (2) supervised learning method. In unsupervised learning, either a principal component analysis (PCA) or an independent component analysis (ICA) regards correlations among variables or properties and changes the unique illustration for the
The search toward feature subsets benefits for the specific search seems to overflight the accuracy estimation guides. The wrapper method showed the accuracy improves of best-first search [12]. However, expanding the search seems to overlook the accuracy estimation guides. The search toward feature subsets benefits for the specific cross-validation folds. In the study of the classification, the statistical techniques of a large number designed for the classification of the original data or selected features for appropriate targets. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) have become a popular classification technique developed by Cortes et al. [13].

The function of SVMs is for maximum margin on the side of a hyperplane by separating into two data classes, which in turn create the highest potential space among hyperplanes separation. In multivariate classification, SVMs are responsible in identifying the support vectors (SVs) which are a dimension demote application to selected features. In case of the selected features for classification, it seems to indicate a negative response in any significant information, SVMs are unable to identify the correct directions of the hyperplanes, leading to a downgrade in the rendition of the SVMs [14]. The feature selection method is prevalent in various research fields from the literature investigation. Nowadays, most of the researchers used feature selection method for classification problem. That is why the feature selection method is also currently popular in the cancer research field.

Cancer is an alarming case for every human being that a thorough understanding of the classification of this disease is imperative. The traditional approaches to diagnosing cancer highly depend on the doctor’s expertise and their visual inspections. Human beings naturally commit mistakes due to their limitations, yet humans can easily recognize patterns. There is a substantial quantity of data with low quality and redundant information that even for medical experts, may be tough to acquire the accurate classification. Computer-aided diagnostic tools are intended to help physicians for the accuracy of classification improvement [15]–[17].
Because of these attributes, once the output nodes accommodate real values, they are capable of becoming a regressor. Furthermore, a classifier can be defined if the outputs are an integer or absolute values. In overall, the feature selection methods produce actual values as outputs, and absolute values return by the classification algorithms. Hence, this study utilized neural networks for the estimation of the diagnostic of colon cancer classification.

This study contains an introductory section about the experiment with a review of the related study. The second section discusses the Feature Selection Method, Cancer, and Artificial Neural Network (ANN). The third section is a discussion on the experimental dataset while the fourth section presents the research experimental results and performance comparisons. Finally, in the last section, conclusion summarized the conducted research with the emphasis on the initial result of the experiment.

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD

In this section, the feature selection, feature selection model, and classification model described in details. Then, this manuscript describes Basic Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) implementation with ANN Classifier. Next, the colon cancer microarray dataset defined; this, which used in this experiment.

A. Feature Selection

Feature selection is a method to reduce the number of attributes and selects a subset from the original features. In data pre-processing the feature selection frequently utilized to classify relevant features that are frequently unknown before and take away the noise and irrelevant or redundant features, which have zero significance in the classification task. The progress of classification accuracy is the main goals of feature selection [32]–[35]. This section illustrates the feature selection model and classification model as shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b).

Fig. 1(a): Feature Selection Model

In Figure 1(a) the feature selection model depicts the functional block diagram. It consists of four steps; original data, data pre-processing, feature extraction, and feature selection using weka tools. Whereas in Figure 1(b) the classification model consists of three steps; selected features, selected features pre-processing and ANN classifier with MATLAB tools.

Fig. 1(b): Classification Model

The beginning part of the experiment in the original data step is subject to the extraction of feature and process of selection in identifying the input vector for the subsequent classifier. This leads to the decision on the class associated with vector pattern. Dimensionality reduction completed based on either feature selection or feature extraction. In the pre-processing step, the feature prepared and filtered for clearing noise and improving the features quality. Conversely, feature extraction encompasses the complete information content and plots the useful detail content into a lower dimensional feature. Feature selection based on neglecting those features from the available measurements that do not lead to class separable. In this case, redundant and irrelevant features disregarded. In the classification steps, ANN classifier utilized so that the ideal result of cancer classification could be obtained.

B. Artificial Neural Networks

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are computing systems, which is a branch of computational intelligence that utilizes a variety of optimization tool with layers of computing nodes that have incredible processing information features [30], [36]–[38]. Nonlinearities can be detected but are not formulated as inputs; hence, they can learn and adapt. It possesses the following features according to the high parallelism, robustness, noise tolerance, and generalization, which are having the ability of clustering, function approximation, forecasting, and association, and lastly, performed massive parallel multi-factorial analyses for modeling complex patterns with small prior knowledge.

An artificial neural network implemented by the use of Neural Network Pattern Recognition apps in MATLAB Tool. Sigmoid hidden and Softmax output neurons, a two-layer feed-forward network can be classified as vectors randomly with enough neurons given in its hidden layer. In this study, the hidden layer used 18 neurons and 2 neurons in the output layer. ANNs used multiple layers for the training with an efficient method applied and with back propagation-learning algorithm to the network. Those outputs are probably
standard or cancer. A feed-forward neural network necessary architecture representation presented below in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Basic Architecture of Artificial Neural Network

The feed-forward network has links extending to a single direction only. There is no backward connection in the feed-forward network. All connections proceed from the input node toward the output node. The classifier needs to use for classification. This study used ANNs classifier for colon cancer classification. A typical Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) classifier of graphical representation is presented in Figure 3.

Artificial Neural Networks is a classifier due to a single node that imitates biological neurons by acquiring the input data and executing data on a simple operation. The selection of the results transfers in other neurons is called 'activation' through every output of each node. The vector and node on the network connected with weight (w) values and those values constrain how inputs to output data connected. The connectively of weight values with single nodes named as biases (b). Weight values through the network identified by the iterative flow of training data. The weight values proved during a training phase since the network discovers in identifying a particular cluster by the characteristics of typical input data.

C. The Dataset

The cancer is the most dangerous disease concerning all over in the world. Plenty of research about this issue have done and continually eager to find the fastest and accurate classification. Thus, the medical science community still is working to achieve the accuracy of classification. One kind of cancer diseases is the colon cancer. In the United States, colon cancer is considered to rank as second and a major leading cause of mortality among men and women [39]. Besides that colon cancer ranks as third among the most common cancer; it also ranks fourth as the primary cause of cancer mortality global [40]. Colon cancer screening is essential for decreasing incidence, morbidity, and death from the disease. This study used colon cancer microarray dataset to distinguish cancer from normal samples for getting an initial result. The dataset is publicly available at http://csse.szu.edu.cn/staff/zhuzx/Datasets.html. The dataset consists of 2000 attributes and 62 instances with 2 classes, which are 22-normal, and 40- cancer. After feature selection, this study obtained the 26 most valuable features. At these 26 features and 62 instances with 2 classes used for colon cancer classification.

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This experiment used an Intel(R) Core-(TM) i5-6400 CPU with the 2.10GHz processor; Installed memory 8.00 GB; Operating system 64-bit Windows 7. MATLAB and Neural Network toolbox utilized to implement the proposed system. The proposed algorithm tested by using colon cancer microarray datasets to achieve the initial result with feature selection. Table 1 shows the experiment results. The experiment has five results with Cross-Entropy, Percent of Error, and Classification Accuracy Percent. Cross-Entropy defines the results of proper classification in minimizing Cross-Entropy: the lower value, the better; zero means no error. Percent of error indicates that the fraction of samples is misclassified. Zero result indicates no misclassification; hence, 100 indicate maximum misclassification. Classification Accuracy Percent indicates an accurate classification. In this study after feature selection, the proposed algorithm ANNs achieved the initial experiment result with Classification Accuracy of 98.4%.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No of Experiments</th>
<th>Cross-Entropy (CE)</th>
<th>Percent of Error (%)</th>
<th>Classification Accuracy Percent (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.9772</td>
<td>3.2258</td>
<td>96.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.2208</td>
<td>3.2258</td>
<td>96.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.2004</td>
<td>1.6129</td>
<td>98.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.4364</td>
<td>4.8387</td>
<td>95.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>7.6149</td>
<td>6.4516</td>
<td>93.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This study experiment conducted with the ANNs training performance, ANNs training state performance, ANNs error histogram result, Confusion matrixes performance and Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve result. The training performance of ANN is shown in Fig. 4.

The plot performance at the start of the training of cross-entropy shows a maximum error. This research used 62 samples dataset. ANNs performed with training, validation, and testing on the dataset. The network presented during training and accordingly adjusted the network by its error. Validation utilized to compute network simplification and to halt training through improving simplification. Testing ineffective on the training; therefore, the performance of the
network provided with independent measures during and after training.

The dataset consisting of 62 samples, which divided randomly into three groups: 44 (70%) samples for training and 9 samples (15%) for both validation and testing. In this proposed method, the exact validation performance is 0.0006854 at epoch 26, and at this point of the cross-entropy, the error was almost zero. Fig. 5 shows the training state performance.

The performance plot of training state showed the gradient is 0.0022982 at epoch 32. Within this stage, the cross-entropy error almost zero. The training continues until 6 at epoch 32. Fig. 6 shows the error histogram.

The Error Histogram plot represents the error values: the difference between critical values and predicted values. This study shows the error histogram with 20 bins. The proposed system shows the error of almost zero.

Fig. 7 shows the Confusion Matrix. There are three sets of overall confusion matrix of collectively confusion matrices namely: ANN training confusion matrix, ANNs validation confusion matrix and ANNs testing confusion matrix. All confusion matrices with first two diagonal cells demonstrate the number and percentage of correct classifications by the trained network. The Normal biopsy results are 22, which correctly classified with the corresponding 35.5% of the total 62 biopsies. On the other hand, the Cancer biopsy results are 39, which correctly classified with the corresponding 62.9% of total biopsies.

The experiment also revealed that one of the results of cancer biopsies incorrectly classified as standard with the corresponding 1.6% of the total biopsy data. None of the results of normal biopsies is incorrectly classified as cancer with the corresponding 0.0 % of the total biopsy data. The total result of 23 normal revealed that 95.7% correct and that 4.3% incorrect. The total result of 39 cancer was 100% correct and 0.0% incorrect. The total result of 22 typical cases 100% correctly classified as normal and 0.0% of the result of cancer. Out of the 40 cancer cases, 97.5% were correctly classified as cancer and 2.5% classified as normal. The total confusion matrix plots 98.40% of classification are correct, and 1.6% is misclassification for the proposed system. Fig. 8 shows the ROC Curve.
The result of our study was different compared with the previous works; thus, our study selected 26 most valuable features from colon cancer dataset, used different feature selection method, and used different classifier. This study of cancer classification achieved 98.40% accuracy using the ANN with 3-layers namely; Input layer, Hidden layer, and an Output layer. Moreover, there were 26-inputs, 18-hidden neurons, and 2-outputs to indicate either normal or cancer. The initial weights and biases selected randomly. Activation Functions is Tangent-Sigmoid for hidden layer while Log-Sigmoid for the output layer. Based on the comparison table, this study revealed a significant increase in the classification accuracy of cancer.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This research aimed at feature selection for the accurate classification algorithm. Without feature selection, this study achieved 95.2% accuracy from the colon cancer dataset, which has 62 instances, 2000 attributes, and 2 classes. After feature selection, the proposed algorithm implemented on the colon cancer dataset, which has 62 instances, 26 selected attributes, and two classes. For feature selection, this study used Best first search method and the Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) for cancer classification. ANNs Algorithm achieved 98.40% accurate classification on the initial result. In this regard, the ANNs have several advantages including the ability to process a large amount of data, reduced likelihood of overlooking relevant information, and reduction of classification time. ANNs have proven suitable for satisfactory classification of cancer. In future work analysis of more samples and further improving neural network method will be carried out to improve for greater accuracy and reduce computational discrepancy.
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